
Last-Minute Gifts

Are you stymied at finding the perfect gift for the activist in your family? This year, most people’s
holiday plans have been upended from their traditional norms. With these changes, DEMS for
USA realizes just how easy it is to forget some people on your list. Thankfully, we have you
covered without breaking the bank.

Our collection of unique American-made gifts carry the finest in political propaganda, insider
jokes, and other moments from the campaign trail. Ignite the passion in a young mind, or
rekindle a past once thought long gone with direct messaging that are equal parts funny,
oddball, and most importantly, factual.

Glassware 2 and 4 Packs - Color

Settling in for a quiet holiday with just a small select group of friends and family? Our
Biden/Harris 2020 glassware, in striking democrat blue, are perfect for any occasion but ideal
for the beer lover in your life who plans to spend the holidays reeling in victory. Our strong,
durable glassware are sure to add a layer of patriotic cheer to whatever parties being held.

Biden Harris 2 and 4 Packs – Not Color

For those who prefer their amber liquid not be interrupted by a splash of blue, these pint glasses
offer the same striking imagery - relying only on strong, bold lettering. The sentiment is the
same, with all of the sheer joy of Biden and Harris' victory right up against whatever alcoholic or
nonalcoholic beverage you choose to fill it with.

Harris/Biden Pint Glass with Heart

Now that the election is over, it's time for our leaders to bring us together and heal the country -
and nothing makes healing go down more smoothly than the finest lagers and stouts. These pint
glasses symbolize the hope for a peaceful, kinder America - and there's no time like the
holidays to unite.

Swat the Liars Flyswatter

If you're not approaching the political fight without a sense of humor, you're going about it the
wrong way. These flyswatters, commemorating the most absurd moment from the Harris/Pence
debate, are ideal for the political pranksters in your life.



American Flag Mask

Walking down the streets, you see masks of kinds; Black Lives Matter, MAGA, and even the
bottom half of Jason Vorhees' hockey mask. But what political statement is more transparent
and impervious to insult than the good old red, white, and blue? The message is clear: you
stand as a proud American citizen first and foremost, and for everything that comes with that.

America Flag Mask - Grit

If you know anyone living in a crowded place, their masks have likely returned from a trip
outside covered in dirt and grit. These masks reflect the journey of a hardworking American, be
in a busy city or a bustling factory. Don't let the crisp, clean smell fool you; these masks are for
the hardworking men and women who built this country.


